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### Title: Andres Punzalan vs. Sisenando Ferriols, Municipal President of Batangas, and
the Provincial Board of Batangas

### Facts:

Andres Punzalan filed a lawsuit  against  Sisenando Ferriols,  the Municipal  President of
Batangas, and the Provincial Board of Batangas, seeking compensation for his horse, valued
at P120, which was shot and killed under the authority of a provincial ordinance. This
ordinance, dated August 31, 1909, was enacted to suppress and prevent the spread of
infectious animal diseases such as glanders, surra, rinderpest, hemorrhagic septicaemia,
and  contagious  foot-and-mouth  disease  within  the  Province  of  Batangas.  It  contained
comprehensive measures including reporting sick or dead animals, inspection, quarantine,
and the destruction of  animals declared incurably sick with a contagious disease by a
veterinary surgeon. The case arrived at the Supreme Court upon appeal after the trial court
ruled in favor of Punzalan, awarding him damages for his horse that was declared suffering
from  the  incurable  disease,  surra,  and  was  subsequently  destroyed  according  to  the
ordinance’s provisions.

### Issues:

1. Whether the provincial ordinance is invalid for authorizing the destruction of diseased
animals without providing compensation to the owners,  potentially  conflicting with the
rights provided under the Philippine Bill of Rights.
2. Whether the provincial board exceeded its authority under Act No. 83, as amended by Act
No. 133, in enacting an ordinance that allows for the destruction of diseased animals.

### Court’s Decision:

The Supreme Court reversed the decision of the trial court, holding that:
1. The provisions of the Act of Congress of July 1, 1902, do not preclude the Philippine
Government from exercising sovereign police power in promotion of the “general welfare”
and  the  “public  interest,”  including  destroying  animals  suffering  from  contagious  or
infectious diseases to prevent spread.
2. The ordinance, as enacted under the authority of section 13 (k) of Act No. 83, as amended
by Act No. 133, is within the power of the provincial board to create regulations for the
suppression of cattle diseases. As such, the ordinance’s provision for the destruction of
incurably diseased animals,  without compensation to the owners,  is  considered a valid
exercise of the sovereign police power of the state.
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### Doctrine:

The essence of the decision in *Andres Punzalan vs. The Provincial Board of Batangas*
revolves  around  the  inherent  power  of  the  state,  exercised  through  its  governmental
branches,  to  adopt  measures  under  its  police  powers  aimed at  promoting the general
welfare and public interest, even if it involves the destruction of private property (in this
case, diseased animals), without the obligation to compensate the owners. This exercise of
police power, including stringent measures to combat the spread of infectious diseases
among animals, is justified by the necessity to protect public health and the agricultural
economy.

### Class Notes:

– **Sovereign Police Power**: The state’s inherent authority to enact laws and regulations
that promote public health, safety, morals, and general welfare, even at the cost of certain
individual liberties or properties.
– **Act No. 83 as amended by Act No. 133**: Provides the legal framework for the provincial
board to enact regulations for the suppression of agricultural pests and diseases.
– **Doctrine of Necessity**: The principle that allows the state to perform actions under its
police power, deemed necessary for the public welfare, which may override individual rights
or property interests without entailing compensation.
– **Public Interest vs. Individual Rights**: This case demonstrates the balance between the
need to protect the public (in this case, by preventing the spread of animal diseases) and
individual property rights, with a bias toward safeguarding the public interest.

### Historical Background:

This case underscores the challenges faced by the Philippine government in the early 20th
century in managing public health and agricultural crises, illustrating the extent to which
authorities might go, including the destruction of private property, to prevent the spread of
disease and protect the general welfare. It reflects the broader context of the American
colonial period, highlighting the legal influences and the central role of public health and
safety in legislative and judicial decisions.


